The “Stiffies”- a stretching club for men
BY ANTHONY LETT
The Stiffies Stretching Club was an idea that emerged over time after recognising
that the health and fitness needs of men were different to those of women. Us
sensitive souls have our own special needs, and in an age where the focus on
women’s health seems to vastly overshadow that of men’s, the imbalance needed
to be addressed. For “Members only,” the Stiffies Stretching Club addresses the
need that men have to stretch and de-stress in an environment that caters to their
different psychosocial and environmental requirements. We are a unique group, and
we need a training program that addresses that specialness!

While this is a generalization, it seems to be the case across

health and self-care behaviours. (It wasn’t until about the

many cultures that at some point in many a man’s life,

age of 30 that I even heard the term “self-care.”)

usually from about 30 to 35 years onwards, the physical/
body oriented goals of a male tend to shift from the desire

From this realisation comes the next –the physical training

to become a Greek God lookalike, to the more grounded

that many blokes have been doing to date can, and in all

and realistic desire merely to be free of aches, pains and

probability will result in the deterioration and breakdown of

injury-simply to remain in one reasonably well functioning

their body. Running, weight training, HIIT, racket sports, golf

piece. The relationship with the body also changes, from

and cycling are the most popular, and each of them have

an objectified machine-like disregard for one’s body, from a

their drawbacks. Firstly, there’s the joint wear and tear, and

belief that this piece of meat can be bludgeoned into shape,

then there’s the asymmetrical development of muscles and

to an embodied understanding that this body is “me”, and

the effect that this has on skeletal structures and posture.

that since we’re going to be together for the whole journey,

Muscles tear, joints ache, and the appeal of more physical

we had better start taking care of each other. The ego tends

activity begins to wane altogether. So many men stop. In

to recede in its dominance in training program selections,

fact, 40% of adult males do no form of physical activity at

and our fallibility seems to feature more in the selection of

all. (ABS 2017)

Some men try gentler pursuits, like yoga. Terrific as it is, it is

(unco-ordinated) and pathetic, and we don’t like it! So, we

not well suited to the Western male’s physique. It’s often just

don’t go back to class. We tell ourselves it was boring, or

too hard because it requires good flexibility right from the

our partner that it’s “just not for me” with only a vague

outset. That’s why in the Stiffies program we make stretching

understanding of why. (Perhaps we do no why, but we don’t

simpler with the aid of special equipment. Stretches can be

like to admit it.)

found and performed easily and successfully with minimal
fuss and guesswork. The eternal alignment issues and

So, the Stiffies comes to the rescue, a place of solace for the

internal doubts like “am I don’t it right” and “do I look stupid”

sensitive male, a “Fernwood” (a women’s only chain of Gyms’

become irrelevant.

for those unfamiliar) for men, where it’s OK to be average. A
place where there’s no danger of the shameful experience of

Talk of inner doubts and fears brings us to our (men’s)

trying to sit on the floor next to some impossibly lithe young

psychological needs. Yes, we have them too! We don’t like

female who smiles patronisingly at you, thinking “boy, he is

being hopeless, nor embarrassed, and this is the primary

stiff in all of the wrong places.” (Perhaps we should re-name

experience for us in a Yoga or Pilates class. We look “Unco”

our classes with the slightly sexier title “Firmwood!?”)

What happens in a class?

Other outcomes

So what do we do in a Stiffies class? Firstly, we use

Over time (one to three months,) aches and pains begin

specially designed equipment to stretch on. This makes

to disappear. Recovery is quicker, fatigue is diminished,

the whole process so much easier. With the body

and quality of life is vastly improved. The quality of life of

supported, stretching can be done by anyone. Second, we

those around you is also improved because you become

stretch smaller groups of muscles, in fact taking a “body

free of pain and more relaxed generally. When you are

building” approach, where one muscle group at a time, for

free of pain, you become less of a pain!

example the hamstrings, is the focus. There’s no posing or
tying oneself in knots or wondering anxiously where you

Stretching has two other benefits also- it acts as a

ought to be feeling the stretch sensations. Isolating muscle

biomechanical countervailing force on your body, an anti-

groups anatomically is more effective too, because in

venom if you will, to the activities of daily life (“ADL’s” in

multijoint stretching, your body invariably takes the path

modern physio therapy parlance), like non-stop desk work

of least resistance, meaning that looser bits get looser, and

and sports like running and cycling. You can continue with

tight parts remain unchanged. In fact, it is not uncommon

these without the harmful side effects. Another benefit of

after a couple of months of breaking down stretches

course is that sports and ADLs will actually improve. Don’t

into smaller parts to see men amazed at their newfound

forget the intrinsic rewards too-stretching simply feels

flexibility, proclaiming that “this is the first time in my life

great to do!

that I’ve ever been able to touch my toes.”
Muscle relaxation also reduces the harmful physical effects
of stress. There is now plenty of evidence that stretching
reduces blood pressure and its by-product heart disease, as
well as improving processes such as digestion and immune
system function. (Dr Shirley Tells has an interesting website
with many scientific studies to support this view). So,
where previously it may have been claimed that aerobic
exercise will keep you alive, stretching can now also claim
that benefit. In addition, the mobility and suppleness that
stretching impart will make it worth being alive!
What to do?
If you’d like to age without pain and live your best life,
come and join the dozens of other Stiffies at the studio.
You’ll find the experience “non-judgey,” relaxing and
greatly beneficial.

Unfortunately, it’s not only the Tin-man who has difficulty
doing Yoga. For an alternative, try the StretchFit approach.

www.stretchfit.studio

